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Iconography offers witness, praise
and thanksgiving to God through
visual scripture and prayer
Prayer takes many different forms. We can recite

the Rosary, join in prayer groups, spend time in
solitary meditation or pray through song.
And a growing number of people in the Ottawa

Valley are praying with paint, thanks to the ministry of
Suzanne Massie Manchevsky. When she retired from
the federal civil service a decade ago, Manchevsky
was following a calling to make God and her
spirituality more central in her life.
“I knew there was something I needed to do,” she

says.
Manchevsky loves how the beauty of God is

revealed through icons. She has vivid recollections of
being about four years old, sitting and gazing at a huge
image of Our Lady of Perpetual Help that hung in her
grandmother’s home.
“I wondered why the angels were there with

instruments of torture, why the sandal was slipping off
Jesus’ foot,” she recalls. She was drawn into the
Mystery.
Years later, she began seeking the answers to those

questions and became further drawn into the beauty
and spirituality of icons to the point where she was
compelled to paint them herself.
Though she had no painting experience, she asked

for art supplies one Christmas and began teaching
herself, later joining a weekly painting group for
several years. In 2005, she went back to school full-
time to study drawing, painting and sculpting at the
Haliburton School of The Arts.

Today, Manchevsky runs week-long iconography
workshops at Galilee Retreat Centre in Arnprior and
regular sessions with a core group of iconographers at
her Arnprior studio.
She compares the practice to Scripture study, where

you can go deeper and deeper into relationship with
God and into the richness of the messages.
“It’s a form of contemplation or meditation,” she

says. “It’s intensely personal, and yet it’s also
something you can share with others.”
Word of mouth through the faith community has

led to more and more people responding to
Manchevsky’s invitation to explore their faith and
creativity in a new way.
“The Spirit just rolls along,” the iconographer says.

“It’s really taken off in a significant way in the last
few years.”
Participants at her workshop are introduced to the

philosophy and rich symbolism of icons, which were
historically most prevalent as liturgical art forms in
the Orthodox Church.
“I’m very respectful of tradition and canon,”

Manchevsky says. She explains that icons differ from
other forms of art in a number of significant ways and
offered examples of what sets them apart.
Icons always represent the person glorified by the

Divine so features are exaggerated, elongated, stylized
and glowing. Icon subjects are painted in luminous
glazes to create an effect of de-materialization so one
isn’t sure if the subject is appearing or disappearing.

There are no shadows, because the subject is the
source of divine light. They are also never humanized
with contemporary clothing or backgrounds.
Icons are also painted in reverse perspective, God’s

perspective, not ours. Western painters would show
things getting smaller as they recede from the viewer;
icons depict them getting larger. As we gaze at the
figure in the icon, we realize that the figure is actually
gazing at us. We become the subject.
“Gazing at an icon, it could be any moment or

every moment,” Manchevsky says. “It’s eternal.”
She instructs new iconographers to begin by

copying historical icons. As their skills and
understanding develop, they may want to write their
own icons by emphasizing certain elements or colours
of the traditional representation.
Maintaining the basic elements of the icon is a

critical part of the art form. Colours, for example, are
rich in symbology so monastics such as St. Francis
will always be in brown, martyrs will always be in red
and the Blessed Virgin will be in blue robes in the
Western Church or deep red robes in Orthodox
depictions.
For Manchevsky, and many others who have

attended her workshops, the history and tradition of
icons can bring treasured stories to new life.
For example, as she shared her story for this article,

she was putting the finishing touches on an icon of St.
Eugene de Mazenod, founder of the Oblates of Mary
Immaculate (OMI). The coming year will mark the
150th anniversary of his death (“dies Natalis” or birth
into Heaven) and the icon will be part of the special
Oblate commemorations to take place throughout the
world. Those celebrations will include two icon
workshops at Galilee Retreat Centre in Arnprior: Our
Lady of the Immaculate Conception and St. Eugene de
Mazenod.
The icon of St. Eugene was blessed by Archbishop

Peter Sutton, OMI, at a special ceremony at Galilee
that was attended by the Oblate Family of Ontario
(Oblate Associates and Professed Oblates).
“God works in wonderful ways,” Manchevsky

says, pointing out iconography’s role in bringing
people together in celebration as well as its core as a
contemplative form of worship.
“The mystery of iconography can speak to the heart

and take you to a quiet place.”
“We’re doing that with a paintbrush in our hands.”

The next week-long icon workshop at Galilee will be
of the Immaculate Conception from Sunday, March
20 to Saturday, March 26. Anyone interested in
learning more is invited to contact Father Jack Lau,
OMI at (613) 623-4242, ext 28 or by -mail to
jlau@galileecentre.com or visit the Galilee Retreat
Centre website.Suzanne Manchevsky and Fr. Jack Lau of the Galilee Centre during the painting of the St. Francis icon

during the March 2010 workshop.


